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Abstract
Context: A lot of different quality assurance techniques exist to ensure high quality products.
However, most often they are applied in isolation. A systematic combination of different
static and dynamic quality assurance techniques promises to exploit synergy effects, such as
higher defect detection rates or reduced quality assurance costs. However, a systematic
overview of such combinations and reported evidence about achieving synergy effects with
such kinds of combinations is missing.
Objective: The main goal of this article is the classification and thematic analysis of existing
approaches that combine different static and dynamic quality assurance technique, including
reported effects, characteristics, and constraints. The result is an overview of existing
approaches and a suitable basis for identifying future research directions.
Method: A systematic mapping study was performed by two researchers, focusing on four
databases with an initial result set of 2498 articles, covering articles published between 1985
and 2010.
Results: In total, 51 articles were selected and classified according to multiple criteria. The
two main dimensions of a combination are integration (i.e., the output of one quality
assurance technique is used for the second one) and compilation (i.e., different quality
assurance techniques are applied to ensure a common goal, but in isolation). The combination
of static and dynamic analyses is one of the most common approaches and usually conducted
in an integrated manner. With respect to the combination of inspection and testing techniques,
this is done more often in a compiled way than in an integrated way.
Conclusion: The results show an increased interest in this topic in recent years, especially
with respect to the integration of static and dynamic analyses. Inspection and testing
techniques are currently mostly performed in an isolated manner. The integration of
inspection and testing techniques is a promising research direction for the exploitation of
additional synergy effects.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, software and software-intensive systems can be found all around us. Since they
are growing both in size and complexity, developing high-quality software is becoming more
challenging and expensive. In order to achieve the desired time, cost, and quality goals, the
development approach, including the quality assurance (QA) activities, has to be optimized.
According to Burnstein [49], in this article, QA activities are understood as all kinds of
analytical activities conducted during software development with the intention of finding and
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removing defects. One important strategy in this direction is a systematic combination of
existing QA techniques in order to obtain certain synergy effects, such as reduced costs or
higher effectiveness.
Various kinds of QA techniques and methods to ensure software quality exist that involve
preventing defects or detecting existing defects. Those QA activities that focus on detecting
existing defects are also called verification and validation activities, which is defined by the
IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology as “the process of determining
whether the requirements for a system or component are complete and correct, the products of
each development phase fulfill the requirements or conditions imposed by the previous phase,
and the final system or component complies with specified requirements“ [37].
With respect to software verification and validation activities, static and dynamic QA
techniques can be distinguished. Static QA techniques (e.g., inspections, reviews,
walkthroughs, or static analyses such as program slicing) do not need models or code to be
executed, but rather examine artifacts such as requirements documents, design models, or
code without running them. In contrast, dynamic QA techniques (e.g., equivalence
partitioning, boundary value analysis, control-flow based testing techniques, or dynamic
analyses such as program profiling) need to execute programs or program parts.
The use of both static and dynamic QA activities is well known to software engineering
practitioners. However, usually there is no systematic combination of such activities to exploit
further benefits.
Today, a large number of well-established static and dynamic QA techniques exist, such as
various inspection and testing techniques [48][49][56]. However, the effort for applying these
techniques sometimes consumes more than 50 percent of the overall development effort,
especially for conducting testing activities [64][34][55]. Thus, one objective is often to
improve the efficiency of testing and to reduce the overall QA effort. Besides this, further
desirable goals include improving overall effectiveness (i.e., finding as many defects as
possible – especially critical ones – before distributing software), planning and controlling
QA activities, and improving the overall quality.
In the past, a lot of research has been performed to develop and improve a variety of static and
dynamic QA techniques. Juristo et al. [52] examined 25 years of empirical studies with
respect to a large number of different testing techniques, classified them, and summarized the
main findings. They conclude that the current testing knowledge is very limited. With respect
to software inspections, Aurum et al. [58] examined software inspection processes published
during the 25 years since inspection as a QA technique was first published by Fagan in 1976
[24]. They identified different inspection processes and support for the inspection, such as
reading techniques, tools, and support for deciding to perform a re-inspection. In conclusion,
Aurum et al. [58] stated that the identified studies contribute to the evolution of software
inspections, but many research questions remain open. Another examination of software
inspection research, covering the period between 1991 and 2005, was performed by Kollanus
and Koskinen [60]. They classified the identified articles into a technical view (e.g., reading
techniques, effectiveness factors), a management view (e.g., inspection impact on
development process), and other topics (e.g., defect estimation, inspection tools). The two
authors concluded that much research has been performed with respect to software
inspections, but that empirical knowledge remained low.
One fundamental observation with respect to research on inspection and testing techniques,
which are two of the best-established static, respectively dynamic, QA techniques, is that
most often, this research is done to improve inspections or testing themselves. In contrast,
some studies compare different inspection and testing techniques [23][73], which often
resulted in the conclusion to apply them in combination [2][59]. Other studies calculated
effectiveness values when applying them in combination to demonstrate the benefit of a joint

application [21][6]. However, except for suggestions to apply both, no concrete process or
additional advices is usually provided.
Conventional software engineering, particularly standard lifecycles (such as the waterfall and
"V" models), have emphasized static methods during early (pre-code) development phases
and dynamic development during later (post-code) development phases. However, from our
point of view, combining different static and dynamic QA techniques, such as inspections and
testing, is a promising way to improve QA and to cope with problems such as high QA costs.
The connection between static and dynamic QA seems intuitively clear and obvious, but in
practice it is often lost or obscured. The result is poorly prioritized and often redundant QA
effort. It is perfectly possible that combining static and dynamic quality assurance techniques
may have been used in practice already, because the underlying reasoning is grounded on
well-known software engineering practices. However, even in this case, it is questionable
whether existing approaches actually rely on explicit, well-grounded and evaluated
approaches instead of merely being based on common sense and unsystematic procedures.
The main objective of this systematic mapping study is to obtain a profound overview of
existing approaches that combine static and dynamic QA techniques, and of their goals (e.g.,
reduction of effort, improvement of defect detection). To the best of our knowledge, no
systematic mapping study of the combination of static and dynamic QA techniques exists.
One survey [73] summarizes some defect detection studies and compares inspection and
testing techniques. However, this study has a narrower scope, as it only considers inspection
and testing (and not static and dynamic quality assurance activities in general), and the survey
did not explicitly follow procedures for a systematic mapping study, which raises questions
regarding its completeness. Aurum et al. [58], for example, mentioned ten open research
questions in their conclusion. One of these is about the relationship between inspections and
software testing and the best way these techniques might complement each other. Thus, the
results of this mapping study may be a substantial starting point for comprehensive systematic
literature reviews and future research in the area of combining static and dynamic QA
techniques.
The article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the research methodology pursued to
perform the systematic mapping study. The results are shown and described in Section 3.
Section 4 comprises a discussion of the results and their implications. Section 5 concludes the
article and presents directions for future work.
2. Research methodology
According to Petersen et al. [61], a systematic mapping study is considered as a kind of
secondary study that reviews articles related to a specific research topic, and which aims at
providing a classification, conducting a thematic analysis, or presenting publication channels.
A number of research questions must be defined in order to obtain these objectives in a
systematic manner. Consequently, presenting an overview of a certain research area and
identifying research gaps are the main goals of a structured mapping study. Our main
motivation for this systematic mapping study can be summarized as (i) giving an overview of
combined QA approaches and (ii) establishing promising future research directions with
respect to the given research area.
Unlike a systematic literature review [32], which is another kind of secondary study and aims
at answering specific research questions by identifying, analyzing, and interpreting all
relevant evidence, such questions are usually not answered by a systematic mapping study
because the identified articles are not analyzed in enough detail [61]. However, based on an
initially defined process for performing systematic mapping studies [61], best practices
defined by Kitchenham and Charters [32], such as using a protocol during the mapping
process or considering quality criteria when evaluating the identified articles, are considered
in addition in order to exploit additional benefits.

Petersen et al. [61] suggest five process steps when performing a systematic mapping study,
which can be grouped into three main phases, namely planning, conduction, and reporting the
review (which is consistent with systematic literature reviews [32]). In the planning phase, the
research questions are developed in order to define the review scope. In addition, we
developed a protocol for the entire process of the mapping study. The purpose of this review
protocol is to support researchers in avoiding bias in conducting the review. In the conduction
phase, all activities are performed according to the designed protocol, including searching and
selecting primary studies based on screening the articles found. Afterwards, the necessary
data is extracted and synthesized. Finally, in the reporting phase, the findings of the
systematic mapping study are used to answer the research questions. The results of the review
are prepared in an appropriate format considering the intended audience and research
community. The research questions and the main steps pursued by the authors when
performing the systematic mapping study are described in detail next.
2.1 Research questions
The overall objective of the systematic mapping study is to identify approaches that
combine static and dynamic quality assurance techniques. This high-level objective was
divided into six concrete research questions (RQ) in order to obtain a more detailed and
comprehensive view on the topic. Besides the creation of a basis regarding combined static
and dynamic QA approaches, the publication channel and the publication year were gathered.
Furthermore, the objectives and evidences were analyzed. Finally, concrete QA techniques
that are combined and input data that are needed to apply the QA techniques were extracted.
Table 1 shows the six corresponding questions together with a rationale for each one.
No.

Research question

Rationale

RQ1

What are existing approaches that combine
static and dynamic quality assurance
techniques and how can they be classified?

RQ2

In which sources and in which years were
approaches regarding the combination of
static and dynamic quality assurance
techniques published?
Is any kind of evidence presented with
respect to the combination of quality
assurance techniques and if so, which kind
of evidence is given?
What are the objectives of combined
quality assurance approaches?

The first research question defines the basis of this
systematic mapping study and provides an overview of
the existing approaches that combine static and dynamic
quality assurance techniques.
The second research question indicates whether there are
specific publication channels and when effort regarding
this research area was made.

RQ3

RQ4

RQ5
RQ6

Which static and dynamic quality assurance
techniques are used in combined quality
assurance approaches?
Which input is used for static and dynamic
quality assurance techniques in combined
quality assurance approaches?

The third research question shows whether the
approaches were empirically evaluated or whether just
initial ideas are presented. This information was used to
evaluate the maturity of the approaches.
The fourth research question provides detailed
information what the purpose of each approach is and
what is addressed and improved when applying a
combined approach.
The fifth research question presents the concrete static
and dynamic QA techniques that are combined.
The sixth research question gives information about the
data or information needed to apply the combined
approach, with respect to both static and dynamic QA
techniques.

Table 1: Research questions and their rationals

2.2 Source selection and definition of search strategy
The search for primary studies was based on the following four reference databases: Inspec,
Compendex, IEEE Xplore, and ACM Digital Library. The reason for choosing these libraries
was that these are some of the most relevant sources in software engineering. The first two
databases, Inspec and Compendex, are comprehensive databases containing millions of

publications, especially in the engineering and computer science domains. Moreover, these
two databases are accessed by using the Engineering Village interface [29], which is
considered to be user-friendly and provides advanced search features. In order not to miss any
important publication, IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital Library, which are not covered by
Inspec and Compendex, were also used to identify relevant literature.
References of identified articles were scanned, but basically it turned out that they were either
not relevant (e.g., description of single quality assurance technique, reference used to
motivate the topic, reference used to define certain terms) or were already included in,
respectively summarized by, included articles. Furthermore, including articles based on
reference lists would have had no influence on the derived classification. Therefore, a
decision was made not to include articles based on reference lists, which also made the final
result set of articles more traceable.
Kitchenham and Charters [32] recommend using the so-called PICO (population,
intervention, comparison, and outcome) criteria for deriving the search string. Petersen et al.
[61] share this recommendation and mention that the search term should be driven by the
research questions. The PICO criteria were taken into account when we formulated our search
term. Furthermore, the search string was determined systematically based on keywords
derived from the overall research objective, which resulted in four attributes: static QA
techniques, dynamic QA techniques, software domain and combination. The term “software”,
for example, belongs to the population criteria, but no concrete term was selected for the
outcome aspect in order not to restrict the result set, i.e., all existing outcomes regarding
combined approaches are of interest in this mapping study.
One constraint when defining a search string is that the result set is of manageable size, but
still has the maximum possible coverage. Therefore, some additional synonyms and relevant
terms that are most common for each attribute were selected and added to the search string.
For example, “static analysis”, respectively “dynamic analysis”, was added (which is
consistent with definitions given in [37]). Furthermore, the term “quality assurance” was
taken, as this is used very commonly by different authors in this area (e.g., [48][49]) and
IEEE Standards.
However, terms that have no clear meaning or whose scope is too broad, were not included.
For example, quality control could be a reasonable term. Nevertheless, (i) the IEEE Standard
Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology [37] states that the term has no standardized
meaning, (ii) Jones [57], for examples, mentions that “quality control involves defect
prevention and defect removal activities”, whereas the mapping study only focuses on defect
removal activities (i.e., analytical quality assurance activities), (iii) quality control is
sometimes associated with evaluating software instead of finding and removing defects, and
(iv) static or dynamic quality control is no common term. Other examples of potential search
terms are “verification” and “validation”. However, the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software
Engineering Terminology [37] provides only general definitions and does not provide any
concretization with respect to certain quality assurance techniques. Consequently, the terms
are used inconsistently (e.g., verification and validation are sometimes considered only as
testing activities; another common understanding is that verification comprises every quality
assurance activity prior to acceptance testing).
Boolean operators were used to form the proper search string. The resulting search string was:
(inspection or review or “static analysis” or “static quality assurance”) AND (test* or
“dynamic quality assurance” or “dynamic analysis”) AND software AND (combin* or
integrat* or synergy or “trade off”), and was applied to check keyword, title, and abstract
fields within the corresponding databases.
2.3 Study selection

The aim of the selection process was to identify those articles that are most relevant for the
objective of this mapping study. Overall, 2498 articles were considered. First, the review
team, consisting of two researchers, retrieved a total of 2012 articles, with 929 articles from
Inspec and 1083 articles from Compendex. The reviewers utilized the reference management
tool Zotero [74] to handle resources such as bibliography generation, categorization of the
articles, storage of downloaded full-text articles, and sorting of articles in alphabetical order to
identify duplicates.
The search engine Engineering Village provided support for discarding all non-English
articles by title (i.e., articles were removed that did not have an English title or English
abstract). Of 2012 articles, 309 duplicated ones were removed (phase 0). The remaining 1703
articles were chosen as a basis for the next steps, namely, the performance of inclusion and
exclusion. In general, the main inclusion criteria for articles were that these articles describe a
combination of static and dynamic QA techniques, describe evidence with respect to such a
combination, or present an overview of existing approaches that combine static and dynamic
QA techniques.
Phase 1 comprised inclusion and exclusion based on article title and publication year. 1597
articles were found to be irrelevant, resulting in 106 articles included for the next steps. The
titles of all articles were reviewed by the two researchers independently, with an agreement of
more than 95% (either both researchers decided to include or to exclude an article). The
resulting Cohen’s Kappa value is about 0.65, which indicates substantial agreement [65].
Articles that were judged differently based on the title were discussed by the two researchers
until an agreement was found. The main exclusion criteria based on the title were complete
conference proceedings, articles related to different domains (e.g., articles related to
hardware, microprocessors, or electronics), and articles covering only static or dynamic QA
techniques. Finally, articles published earlier than 1985 were excluded. The main motivation
for this was twofold: first, new static and dynamic QA techniques were still evolving and
thus, articles published later than 1985 are more relevant with respect to a combination of QA
techniques. Second, approaches before 1985 presented merely initial insights and the
conclusions drawn are not necessarily valid when referring to today’s combined quality
assurance.
Of 106 chosen articles, 46 articles were discarded and 60 articles were selected based on the
abstract in phase 2. The most common exclusion criteria were articles that do describe a
combined approach but not with respect to quality assurance purposes (e.g., the goal of
combination was to improve the design process) and articles related to different domains.
Finally, articles covering only static or dynamic QA techniques or combinations of only static
or only dynamic QA techniques were excluded.
Finally, phase 3 – inclusion and exclusion – was done based on full texts. 60 remaining
articles from phase 2 were reviewed and 48 articles were chosen by applying six quality
criteria to check their suitability. 12 articles were discarded due to their short content (e.g.,
presentation outline) or non-English full text (i.e., it happened that the title and the abstract of
an article were written in English (and thus not discarded in phase 0), but the full text was in a
foreign language). Of these 48 articles, 47 primary studies were identified and one secondary
study [73]. In order not to miss any relevant article in the current mapping study, the articles
considered in the above-mentioned secondary study (i.e., survey) were checked against those
included in this mapping study. Another four articles could be added in this way, resulting in
a final set of 51 primary studies.
In order to assure that no important article was missing, a cross-check was performed by
applying the same search process using ACM Digital Library and IEEE Xplore.
Unfortunately, both databases did not allow using the complete search string as defined.
Therefore, slightly adapted and simplified search strings were used instead according to the
provided ‘and’ and ‘or’ conjunctions of the search interfaces. 263 articles were retrieved from

IEEE Xplore and 223 from ACM Digital Library. Duplicates were removed and inclusion and
exclusion criteria were also applied to those articles, i.e., the same phases were run through
for analyzing the retrieved articles. However, those articles identified as relevant had already
been included during the previous selection steps (i.e., the set of relevant articles found by
IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital Library was only a subset of the relevant articles found by
Compendex and Inspec). Consequently, the number of selected articles (i.e., primary studies
[32]) remained 51. Figure 1 gives an overview of the search process.
II. Cross-check

I. Selection process (SP)

Compendex

Inspec

Search string

N=2012

IEEE Xplore

ACM Digital
Library

Adapted
search string

Adapted
search string

N=263

N=223

Phase 0

Exclusion of
duplicates

N=1703

Phase 1

Exclusion based on
title and year

N=106
Subset of studies
from SP
(no new studies)

Phase 2

Exclusion based on
abstract

N=60

47 primary studies
1 secondary study

Phase 3

Exclusion based on
full text

N=48

51 primary studies

Figure 1: Search process for the selection of primary studies

2.4 Data extraction and synthesis
A data extraction form was developed to gather all relevant data from the identified articles.
Besides general information (e.g., title and author), data with respect to each research question
were extracted. This mainly includes a description of the approach (RQ1), the publication
year and channel (RQ2), evaluation results (RQ3), goals of the combined approaches (RQ4),
QA techniques used (RQ5), and necessary input for QA techniques (RQ6). Overall, the
extraction form comprises 19 fields to be completed for each article. The articles included in
the results were checked according to the following quality criteria:
• The research goals are clearly described.
• The approach is explained sufficiently.
• Context and environmental factors are clearly presented.
• Input and output data for using the approach are explicitly mentioned.

• The performance of the approach is clearly stated.
• Evidence of the approach is documented.
For creating an overview of existing combination approaches, the first two quality criteria are
most important. They could be answered positively, resulting in the fact that all 51 articles
were included in the final result set. However, some of the remaining quality criteria could not
be checked for each article because the corresponding information was not contained, which
shows that some articles lack certain kinds of information (e.g., in case no evaluation was
presented, no such data could be extracted). Nevertheless, this did not affect the possibility of
answering the corresponding research questions, but is reflected in the concrete results (e.g., if
no evidence was presented for an approach, this was stated in the corresponding research
question and presents an overview of the ratio of evaluated and not-evaluated approaches).
Consequently, it was decided to exclude none of the 51 articles based on the six stated,
respectively analyzed, criteria. Finally, the data extracted from the articles was synthesized to
answer the six research questions.
3. Results
The results of the systematic mapping study are presented next, ordered by the six research
questions.
3.1 RQ1: What are existing approaches that combine static and dynamic quality assurance
techniques and how can they be classified?
The 51 identified articles were analyzed and necessary data were extracted using a data
extraction form. Many different terms are used in the articles when the combination of static
and dynamic techniques is described (e.g., collaboration, combination, composition, synergy,
integration). However, two major kinds of combination of static and dynamic QA techniques
could be identified: compilation and integration.
In this regard, compilation means that different static and dynamic QA techniques are applied
for a common goal but in isolation, without using input from one technique for the second
one. 26 articles were found that were classified according to this category. Three subcategories were identified. The first sub-category comprises the compilation of static and
dynamic analyses, i.e., articles explicitly mentioning static and dynamic analyses used in the
described combined approach were put into this sub-category. Second, approaches explicitly
combining inspection (i.e., static QA) and testing (i.e., dynamic QA) techniques in a compiled
manner comprise the second sub-category. Finally, other compilations of static and dynamic
QA techniques represent the third sub-category.
In contrast, integration means that output from one QA technique is used as input for the
second QA technique. Overall, 23 articles were put into this category. Two sub-categories
were distinguished: first, the integration of static and dynamic analyses, and second, the
integration of inspection and testing techniques.
Besides those two main categories, articles that focus on any other aspect of combination
(e.g., support for selecting different QA techniques) were classified as misc, which covers two
articles. Figure 2 presents the classification of the combinations of static and dynamic QA
techniques, which is discussed in the following in detail.

Combination of static and
dynamic QA techniques

Sub-category

Integration of static and
dynamic analyses

Compilation of static and
dynamic analyses

Category

Static & dynamic
analyses

Inspection &
testing techniques

Other

Static & dynamic
analyses

Misc

Inspection &
testing techniques

Figure 2: Classification of the combination of static and dynamic QA techniques

3.1.1 Compilation
In the compilation category, three sub-categories were determined. In the first group, static
and dynamic analyses are combined into novel approaches, focusing on thread escape analysis
[35], atomicity analysis [33] protocol analysis [28], vulnerability analysis [42], concurrent
program analysis [20], or on defects in general [5][66]. All approaches are tool-supported,
either by tools (e.g., the open source tool ESC/Java2 [5]) or by proprietary tool prototypes
(most of the approaches fall into this area, and tool prototypes are usually not made available).
The second sub-category compares different inspection and testing techniques and discusses
advantages and disadvantages of both techniques. This is often substantiated by empirical
studies and experiments that investigated which technique is superior to the other. However,
in most cases the suggestion is made to combine inspection and testing techniques. So et al.
[7] compared six different inspection and testing techniques, but most often, two or three
techniques are compared to each other [8][9][31][63][6][10][25][23]. Four identified articles
first performed inspections and one or more testing activities afterwards and compared the
overall effect when inspection and testing techniques are applied in sequence
[11][59][62][30].
The last sub-category describes other combinations. Inspection and testing techniques are
combined with formal specifications, walkthroughs, or bug-finding tools [22][44].
Furthermore, comprehensive quality assurance processes from industrial environments are
described, which comprises several inspection and testing techniques, requirements analyses,
static analyses, walkthroughs, simulations, and tools [1][40][72]. Finally, Chen et al. [3]
describe a view-based approach and combine this with inspection and testing techniques.
3.1.2 Integration
With respect to integration approaches, two sub-categories were defined. The integration of
static and dynamic analyses encompasses most approaches. With respect to the order of
application of static and dynamic analyses, most often static analysis is applied first, followed
by dynamic analysis. However, some approaches use alternatives, for instance, dynamic
analysis is used first and static analysis afterwards [51], static and dynamic analyses are
performed in an iterative way [68], or dynamic analysis is used first, followed by static
analysis and another dynamic analysis [26]. Static and dynamic analysis approaches grouped
in this category focus on several vulnerability analyses [4][19][70][36][14][53], concurrent
program analyses [68], defects in aspect-orientated programs [13], or on defects in general
[43][16][18][50][17][15][26][51][67][14]. One approach additionally supports debugging
[27]. A lot of different tools and algorithms support these analyses.
The second sub-category groups articles that integrate inspection and testing approaches.
Three articles describe approaches that use different scenario-based reading techniques during
the inspection to derive test cases that can be used during testing [12][38][45]. Furthermore,
an approach is given where automatically generated test code is inspected [39]. Finally, Liu

presents how executing paths from testing can guide inspectors in checking the tested paths as
well as additional ones for defects [41].
3.1.3 Misc
Two more articles could not be classified with respect to the first two groups, resulting in a
“misc” category for those articles. Klaes et al. [46] propose a model that supports different
QA management tasks, and various QA techniques (and even the combination of those) can
be improved, planned, or controlled. Finally, Strooper and Wojcicki [54] present an approach
that supports the selection of different QA techniques.
3.1.4 Summary
Based on 51 articles identified regarding the topic, compilation and integration were the two
main approaches for the combination of static and dynamic QA techniques. Both categories
comprise the combination of static and dynamic analyses and the combination of inspection
and testing techniques. In addition, a mix of various static and dynamic QA techniques could
also be identified for the compilation group. Finally, two more articles, categorized as misc
approaches, were identified that could additionally support the combination of static and
dynamic QA techniques. Figure 3 shows the number of articles, respectively approaches, per
category.
Compilation of static &
dynamic analyses

[5, 20, 28, 33, 35, 42, 66]

14%

Compilation of inspection &
testing techniques

[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 23, 25, 30, 31,
59, 62, 63]

25%

Compilation of other
QA techniques

12%

[1, 3, 22, 40, 44, 72]

Integration of static &
dynamic analyses

35%

Integration of inspection &
testing techniques
Misc

10%

[4, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 26,
27, 36, 43, 50, 51, 53, 67, 68, 70]
[12, 38, 39, 41, 45]

4%

[46, 54]
5
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15
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Figure 3: Number of articles per category and references

3.2 RQ2: In which sources and in which years were approaches regarding the combination of
static and dynamic quality assurance techniques published?
3.2.1 Publication sources
Overall, four different publication channels could be identified. More than 80% (40 articles)
of the articles were presented at conferences (26 articles), symposiums (10 articles), and
workshops (4 articles). The remaining 17% (8 articles) of the articles were published in
journals. Table 2 lists all sources, the different publication channels, and the number of
articles per source. One observation is that a variety of different publication channels exist for
publishing combined quality assurance approaches. Moreover, there is no source where more
than 3 articles are published with respect to this research area. Overall, 45 concrete sources
were identified. One conclusion is that the research topic covers different software areas and
therefore, different publication channels seem to make sense. However, it also shows that the
topic tends to be heterogeneous and that a lot of different, very small research communities
exist that cover this topic.

Source

Publication
channel

No.

%

International Conference on Software Engineering

Conference

3

5.9

Annual IEEE International Computer Software and Applications Conference

Conference

2

3.9

IEEE Software

Journal

2

3.9

International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement

Symposium

2

3.9

International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering

Symposium

2

3.9

ACM Conference on Object-oriented Programming Systems Languages and Applications

Conference

1

2.0

Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems Architectures

Conference

1

2.0

Annual Computer Security Applications Conference

Conference

1

2.0

Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences

Conference

1

2.0

Confederated International Conferences, CoopIS, DOA, IS, and ODBASE (OTM)

Conference

1

2.0

Euromicro Conference on Software Engineering and Advanced Applications

Conference

1

2.0

European Software Engineering Conference

Conference

1

2.0

European Software Engineering Conference and Symposium on the Foundations of Software

Conference
1

2.0

Engineering
International Conference on Agile Processes in Software Engineering and Extreme Programming

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Biomedical Engineering and Informatics

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Computer Science and Software Engineering

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Engineering of Complex Computer Systems

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Formal Engineering Methods

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Quality Software

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Software Maintenance

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Testing of Communicating Systems

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Tests and Proofs

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Tools and Algorithms for the Construction and Analysis of System

Conference

1

2.0

International Conference on Product Focused Software Development and Process Improvement

Conference

1

2.0

ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology

Journal

1

2.0

Empirical Methods and Studies in Software Engineering

Journal

1

2.0

Hewlett-Packard Journal

Journal

1

2.0

IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering

Journal

1

2.0

Information and Software Technology

Journal

1

2.0

Information Systems Control Journal

Journal

1

2.0

Journal of Defense Software Engineering

Journal

1

2.0

Software Testing, Verification and Reliability

Journal

1

2.0

Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing

Symposium

1

2.0

IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy

Symposium

1

2.0

International Software Metrics Symposium

Symposium

1

2.0

International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering

Symposium

1

2.0

International Symposium on Web Site Evolution

Symposium

1

2.0

International Workshop on Abstract Interpretation of Object-oriented Languages

Workshop

1

2.0

International Workshop on Rapid Integration of Software Engineering Techniques

Workshop

1

2.0

NASA Software Engineering Workshop

Workshop

1

2.0

Workshop on Parallel and Distributed Systems: Testing, Analysis, and Debugging

Workshop

1

2.0

Workshop on Program Analysis for Software Tools and Engineering

Workshop

1

2.0

Table 2: Publication sources of identified articles

3.2.2 Publication years
Figure 4 presents the number of articles published per year from 1985 to 2010, which was the
timescale for included articles. When analyzing the number of articles that were published in
5-year intervals, only between one and six articles were found to have been published in these
timeframes until 2004. This shows that the focus regarding a combination of static and
dynamic QA techniques was rather low during this time. However, between 2005 and 2009,
32 articles were published, which is twice as many as were published in the 20 years before.
Consequently, this research topic has gained an increased attention during the past five years
and seems to be a promising research area for the future. The decrease in 2010 can be
explained by the point in time when this mapping study was performed and probably does not
reflect the real number of articles published in 2010.
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Figure 4: Number of articles published per year

3.2.3 Summary
A great diversity could be found when analyzing the publication channels of the 51 articles,
i.e., a large number of different conferences, workshops, symposiums, and journals are used
to publish combined approaches. No concrete source was used more than three times to
publish articles on combined approaches. With respect to the publication year, a tremendous
increase of published articles started in 2005. More than 30 articles were published in the
years 2005 to 2009, which is twice as many compared to the 20 years before 2005. Hence, the
interest in this topic has received much more attention in the last few years.

3.3 RQ3: Is any kind of evidence presented with respect to the combination of quality
assurance techniques and if so, which kind of evidence is given?
3.3.1 Evaluated approaches versus non-evaluated approaches
In order to be able to answer research question three, a second kind of classification of the
identified articles was prepared (Figure 5).
Combined quality
assurance approaches
(51)
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Direct
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(13)

(38)

Non-evaluated
approach

Evaluated
approach

Non-evaluated
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Evaluated
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(13)

(0)

(14)

(24)

Figure 5: Number of articles that provide evidence, respectively provide no evidence

First, articles were grouped into one of the following two categories: indirect combination or
direct combination. Indirect combination means that the approach supports the selection of
different static and dynamic QA techniques or the article describes or analyzes different static
and dynamic QA techniques. Based on this, the suggestion is made to combine these
techniques. For example, certain inspection and testing techniques are described and
compared with each other. Based on observations, such as inspection and testing techniques
showing differences in effectiveness, the conclusion is made that it is most effective to
combine them in a compiled manner. However, how this should be done and what the
concrete benefit (e.g., in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, found defect types) of such a
combination could be is neither described nor evaluated explicitly. Therefore, besides
theoretical suggestions that more defects can be found when applying different static and
dynamic QA techniques, no concrete evaluation is done regarding the combined application
or additional synergy effects resulting from the combination.
In contrast, direct combination means that the combination of a static and a dynamic QA
technique is explicitly described. Two possible kinds of articles grouped in this category exist.
First, the approach only explains how the combination could be done, either in a compiled or
an integrated manner. In this case, no evaluation is presented. Second, beside the description
of the combined approach, an evaluation is presented, either in a quantitative or qualitative
way. Three different kinds of empirical studies were identified: experiments comprise about
60 percent (14 articles), case studies about 30 percent (8 articles), and experiences about 10
percent (2 articles).
Finally, Figure 6 shows the distribution of evaluated and non-evaluated combined approaches
over the past 25 years. Again, the numbers of articles per year with respect to the combination
categories “indirect” and “direct” are shown. The first approaches found only gave some
indirect ideas for combinations or proposed a concrete combination without giving any
evidence. The first evaluations were given with respect to a combination of different
inspection and testing techniques in 1997 and 1998. After 2004, the number of proposed
approaches increased and about half of the proposed combined approaches per year were also

evaluated. One possible explanation may be the source of the publication. Most of the articles
identified from before 2005 were not published in journals or at conferences that require
evaluations. This explanation also means that since 2004, the evaluation of combined
approaches is of higher interest, which resulted in more evaluations.
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Figure 6: Numbers of evaluated and non-evaluated approaches per year

3.3.2 Summary
50% of the identified articles present evidence regarding combined approaches. The
remaining articles describe just ideas on how a combination could be done or describe a
combined approach concretely without giving any evidence. To some extent, this can be
explained by the fact that many combined approaches have emerged in the past five years and
thus, evaluation still has to be done. Furthermore, considering the publication channels, it may
be that articles from relevant conferences and journals were not found and thus, certain
evaluations were not incorporated into this analysis.
3.4 RQ4: What are the objectives of combined quality assurance approaches?
For answering research question four, only those articles were analyzed that were categorized
as “direct combination” (see RQ3 in Section 3.3). The main reason is that the remaining ten
articles, classified as “indirect combination”, mainly focus on comparing inspection and
testing techniques, comparing inspection and testing techniques with tools, comparing
different tools, or supporting the selection and managing of different QA techniques.
However, no concrete combined approaches are presented except for some initial suggestions.
The objectives of these suggestions remain rather generic, such as general improvement of
quality, or are not mentioned explicitly. Therefore, those ten articles were excluded in the
analysis of RQ4.
Consequently, a total of 38 articles were taken into account for answering this research
question. First, objectives that target the quality of the corresponding QA process were
considered. These objectives are either to improve the QA process by applying a combined
approach or to introduce a combined approach in a new environment. Figure 7 presents an
overview of the identified categories, the number of articles per category (absolute and
relative), and the corresponding references. With respect to improvement, which is the most
common objective, three different aspects were distinguished: improvement of coverage (13
articles), of effectiveness (23 articles), and of efficiency (11 articles). A lot of articles were
classified into two or three categories, depending on which objectives should be achieved and
which objectives were investigated with respect to the described approaches. Coverage was
seen in two ways; first, as a measure of the proportion of a program being executed and tested
by running a test suite (e.g., statement or branch coverage), and second, as coverage of

requirements or use-cases by executing test cases. Effectiveness is the ratio of total number of
identified defects and total number of existing defects in a QA artifact. Finally, efficiency or
cost effectiveness refers to the number of defects found per period of time. About 80 percent
of the corresponding approaches aim at achieving improvement objectives. In general,
different approaches were found that describe how the improvements are achieved. For
instance, by combining complementary static and dynamic QA techniques, different kinds of
defects are found and consequently, effectiveness is improved. Another idea is that the output
of a static analysis points the dynamic analysis to certain parts that can improve effectiveness
and efficiency. However, the inspection results are not used to focus testing activities.
Eight more articles were classified into feasibility studies aimed at investigating whether a
combined approach is able to detect defects in new environments, such as aspect-oriented
software systems or web-based applications.
A second kind of objective of combined approaches are the defect types they address in order
to achieve certain product quality objectives such as reliability, security, or safety. 23 articles
do not mention a certain defect type, but the described approaches focus on finding defects in
general, i.e., their objective is to improve the general reliability of the software product. 13
articles explicitly mention a concrete defect type that the combined approach focuses on, with
security defects being the most common group. Finally, three more articles are classified as
misc, covering not the quality of the final product, but the quality of intermediate artifacts
such as design or test code. Figure 8 summarizes the articles with respect to the product
quality objectives.
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Figure 7: Numbers of articles with respect to quality assurance process objectives
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Figure 8: Numbers of articles with respect to defect types addressed by the combined approaches

In summary, two kinds of objectives could be extracted from the identified articles. On the
one hand, there are QA process quality objectives, where an improvement of effectiveness is
the main goal to be achieved when applying a combined approach, followed by coverage and
efficiency improvement. This could be achieved by using input from a static analysis to focus
the dynamic analysis or by deriving test cases for testing during an inspection, for instance.
However, inspection results are not used to focus testing activities or to prioritize certain parts
of the system for testing. In most of the articles, it is stated that a combination is worthwhile
and resulted in additional benefits with respect to the objectives. However, concrete
improvement numbers and results from evaluations are hardly presented.
On the other hand, product quality objectives were identified. More than 60% of the
approaches do not focus on a certain defect type and thus, concentrate on improving reliability
objectives. Furthermore, around one third of the approaches focus on certain defect types and
thus, on certain product quality objectives. The remaining three articles focus on intermediate
product quality aspects.
3.5 RQ5: Which static and dynamic quality assurance techniques are used in combined
quality assurance approaches?
As already seen in the classification of static and dynamic QA techniques, two main types of
combinations were identified, which is also reflected in the results of RQ5.
First, approaches that combine inspection and testing techniques were analyzed. The main
results are shown in Figure 9. Usually no concrete inspection technique is mentioned
explicitly (e.g., Fagan inspection, review, peer desk). Some articles mention the reading
technique used, for instance, checklist-based reading, perspective-based reading, or usagebased reading. However, instead of mentioning the concrete inspection technique, the phase
an inspection is applied to (respectively the artifact that is checked) is mentioned, such as
requirements, design, or source code. With respect to testing techniques, structural (i.e.,
white-box) and functional (i.e., black-box) testing techniques can be distinguished. Most
often, functional testing techniques are compared or combined with different inspection
techniques. Most often, source code inspections were compared with structural or functional
testing techniques. Furthermore, holistic approaches were identified that combine structural,
functional, and other testing techniques with different inspection techniques, but not
necessarily all of them. Finally, one article describing produced test code which is then
inspected, one article that compares testing and inspection with tools, and one article that
compares design inspections with testing in general were found and classified as
miscellaneous. An overview is given in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Overview of inspection and testing techniques that are applied in combination

Second, approaches that combine static and dynamic analysis are analyzed with respect to the
concrete techniques used. Table 3 summarizes techniques applied in the combined approaches
as mentioned in the corresponding articles. The main observation is that most approaches use
very specialized techniques to address the corresponding objectives, domains, artifacts, and
restrictions. Regarding the description of the concrete techniques, the level of detail differs,
i.e., some approaches present very detailed information about the techniques applied while
other approaches only cover the techniques in general.
No.
1.#
2.#
3.#
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Used techniques
Static#and#dynamic#analyses#including#a#static#vulnerability#revealer,#a#
goal7path7oriented#system,#and#a#dynamic#vulnerability#detector#
Static and dynamic analysis using a static checker, a runtime assertion
checker, and a specification-based unit test generator
Static analysis generating test sequences based on dynamic interactions and
dynamic analysis verifying the execution of the selected sequences
Static program analysis by symbolic execution, testing and runtime
instrumentation, model checking focusing on systematic state-space
exploration and automated constraint solving
Static analysis performing theorem proving techniques, deriving specific error
conditions using a constraint solver, and deriving test cases
Static and dynamic analysis using generic algorithms
Static analysis using model-checking and dynamic analysis using modelbased testing
Static analysis and dynamic analysis using structural program testing
Static analysis focusing on native methods, reflection, and multi-threaded
code followed by dynamic analysis of identified parts
Static#analysis#of#an#abstract#model#using#compositional#reachability#
analysis#and#dynamic#analysis#of#source#code#with#temporal#analysis#of#

Ref.
[4]
[5]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

runtime#traces#
Dynamic invariant detection, static path exploration, and automatic test-case
generation
Static change impact analysis, dynamic test execution information extraction
and three phase delta debugging algorithm
Static#analysis#checking#protocol#invariants#and#runtime#analysis##
Static analysis checking synchronizations and accesses to shared variables
and dynamic analysis of run-time values using a monitor
Static and dynamic thread escape analysis using static summary trees and a
monitor
Dynamic analysis through instrumentation of source code to extract the
control flow of a program, followed by a static analysis using slicing and
constraint bound checking
Static analysis using a constraint solver and dynamic analysis
Web application static and dynamic analysis
Static analysis using symbolic analysis and automated theorem proving,
followed by dynamic analysis
Static and dynamic analysis
Sanitization-aware static analysis and testing sanitization routines
Static analysis and dynamic analysis (i.e., testing) in general
Simulation, symbolic execution, theorem prover, and static analysis
Static analysis using value schedule generator and additional components
(e.g., cfg, mhp), dynamic analysis using a model checker
Static and dynamic analysis using taint analysis and genetic algorithms

[26]
[27]
[28]
[33]
[35]
[36]
[42]
[43]
[50]
[51]
[53]
[66]
[67]
[68]
[70]

Table 3: Overview of static and dynamic analyses that are applied in combination

The two articles classified as misc are not listed here because they only support the QA
selection, but do not present concrete QA techniques. In summary, a lot of different static and
dynamic QA techniques are combined, both as inspection and testing combinations and as
combinations of static and dynamic analyses. This shows the high potential of combining
different QA techniques.
3.6 RQ6: Which input is used for static and dynamic quality assurance techniques in
combined quality assurance approaches?
For answering research question six, only those articles were analyzed that were categorized
as “direct combination” (see RQ3 in Section 3.3) and that provide clear information on which
input is necessary instead of giving only ideas or suggestions. Consequently, 38 articles were
considered.
With respect to input for static QA techniques, source code is mostly used due to the fact that
both inspections and general static analyses can use source code. Further kinds of input are
requirements (including formal specifications), design, test code, respectively test path
information, or additional ones such as binary code or byte code. Figure 10 presents an
overview.
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Figure 10: Input for static QA techniques

Regarding the input for dynamic QA techniques, usually only source code is necessary. In
addition, output from static QA techniques is sometimes considered, for instance, for focusing
the dynamic QA technique (e.g., based on a flow graph [19]).
In summary, in combined approaches, source code is mostly used as input for static and
dynamic QA techniques. With respect to static QA techniques, some additional kinds of input
exist, such as requirements or design. Furthermore, the output from static QA techniques is
sometimes considered as input for the dynamic QA technique.
3.7 Threats to validity
A common fact with respect to the result of a systematic mapping study is that it is affected
by the researchers conducting the review, by the databases selected, by the selected search
term and the chosen timeframe. Therefore, four different kinds of threats to validity are
discussed next.
Conclusion validity: In order to present results that are reasonable and can be reproduced by
other research groups, detailed information regarding the concrete search term and the
databases used is presented. Furthermore, inclusion and exclusion criteria are presented.
However, the decision on which articles to include in the final result set also depends on the
concrete researchers conducting the systematic mapping study. The exclusion/inclusion steps
were conducted by two researchers independently. A high level of agreement was achieved
(the result of Cohen’s Kappa value was about 0.65), which reduces this threat to validity. If
the researchers disagreed on including or excluding an article, this was discussed until
agreement was obtained. Though a replication of this systematic mapping study might lead to
a slightly different set of primary studies, the main conclusions drawn from the identified set
of articles might not differ much.
Construct validity: In order to obtain as complete a set of primary studies covering the given
research topic as possible, the search term was derived systematically. Different terms for
static and dynamic quality assurance techniques were determined, which is also true for
alternative terms for the term combination. However, such a list might not be complete and
additional or alternative terms might have affected the number of articles found. Moreover,
only two criteria (population, intervention) of the recommended PICO structure were
determined to be relevant in our context, and thus considered.
Internal validity: The analysis of articles found during the cross-check was performed by
one researcher only, which may have resulted in missing articles. However, the initial
selection of articles based on the stated qualitative criteria was performed by two researchers
in order to find the final result set. A high conformance value was achieved, which indicates a
similar understanding of relevance, and thus, the threat may be reduced.

External validity: The results of the systematic mapping study were considered with respect
to approaches in the software domain. Thus, the classification presented and the conclusions
drawn are only valid in the given context. Furthermore, if reference lists contained in
identified articles had been investigated, additional articles might have been found. However,
it is expected that most such articles describe, for example, other aspects of the already found
approaches, additional evaluations of the approach, or the approach applied in a different
context. Therefore, this classification can serve as a starting point. Additional articles and
approaches that are identified in the future can be categorized accordingly. Due to the
systematic procedure followed during the mapping study, the general conclusions with respect
to the defined research questions may be true independently of this threat.
4. Discussion and implications
4.1 General findings
Based on the results of the systematic mapping study, one main observation with respect to
the combination of static and dynamic QA techniques is that this research area has gained
increased attention since 2005. Some articles published before suggested combining, for
instance, inspection and testing techniques in order to improve overall quality assurance.
Nevertheless, concrete combination approaches were mainly published during the last few
years.
The combination of static and dynamic analyses is one of the most common approaches. Lots
of different tools or algorithms are presented for different environments, which shows the
heterogeneity of combining static and dynamic analyses. Moreover, this kind of combination
is usually conducted in an integrated manner.
With respect to the combination of inspection and testing techniques, which is another
common approach for combining static and dynamic QA techniques, this is done more often
in a compiled way than in an integrated way. Different articles suggest applying both QA
techniques in order to find more defects, but no information is given on the expected synergy
effects. The approaches integrating inspection and testing techniques mainly support test case
derivation. However, inspections are not used to focus testing activities, which might lead to
additional benefits regarding the overall quality assurance process.
Other combinations were also identified. They usually propose using a multitude of available
static and dynamic QA techniques in a compiled way to improve defect detection. Finally,
some approaches were found that could not be classified with respect to the categories of
integration and compilation. They mainly support the combination, for instance, by presenting
advice on how to select an appropriate set of QA techniques. However, supporting approaches
were not the major focus of this mapping study and probably more such approaches exist.
Different objectives were in focus when combining static and dynamic QA techniques, most
often the improvement of effectiveness, efficiency, or coverage criteria. Furthermore, some
combined approaches were investigated with respect to their feasibility in new environments,
showing that the combined approaches are able to address the challenges of new
environments.
Finally, the conclusion of the secondary study identified [73], namely, that no clear winner
regarding inspection and testing exists, could be confirmed. Additional effort was invested to
combine and integrate different static and dynamic quality assurance techniques. Furthermore,
effectiveness and efficiency are still an important objective when those quality assurance
techniques are applied. However, while the identified secondary study [73] only focused on
comparing inspection and testing techniques, our systematic mapping study has (i) a much
broader scope, covering additional static and dynamic quality assurance activities, and (ii)
focuses not only on articles comparing these activities, but also on approaches explicitly
combining static and dynamic activities.

4.2 Implications for practitioners
From a practitioner’s point of view, the results presented in this study provide an overview of
existing approaches to combining static and dynamic QA techniques and of the objectives that
are achieved with the existing combinations. Furthermore, experiences when applying the
approaches were presented and can give an overview of the maturity of the approaches.
Finally, if practitioners want to exploit a combined approach in order to improve their quality
assurance, they can choose one based on these results. However, in this case, it is important to
consider the concrete context and adaptations may be necessary.
4.3 Implications for researchers
As mentioned in Section 2, the objectives of this review were to give an overview of existing
combination approaches in order to identify existing gaps and to establish future research
directions. First of all, new combinations may be defined in order to improve overall quality
assurance. Furthermore, new contexts have to be considered with combined approaches (e.g.,
new domains, new applications, and new development environments) and must probably be
adapted to them. Third, missing evidence regarding existing approaches may lead to more
empirical studies, which includes comparisons of combined approaches and approaches not
combining quality assurance techniques. Finally, new purposes for combined approaches can
be determined, e.g., more precise prediction of quality.
5. Conclusion
In this article, the results of a systematic mapping study regarding the combination of static
and dynamic quality assurance techniques were presented. Six detailed research questions
were answered. The main results are as follows:
RQ1.
51 identified articles were mainly classified into two groups of combination
approaches, namely compilation and integration approaches. Both groups
contain the same number of articles.
RQ2.
The topic has gained increasing interest since 2005, with some articles
describing mainly general combination ideas before. A large number of different
publication sources exist.
RQ3.
Of the 51 articles, almost 50% present evidence regarding the approaches
proposed. The remaining 53% either present some indirect ideas for a
combination or present a concrete combination approach, but without presenting
any evidence.
RQ4.
With respect to QA process quality objectives, the approaches focus on the
improvement of effectiveness, coverage, and efficiency. In addition, performing
feasibility studies of combined approaches in order to investigate combined
approaches in new environments is another objective. With respect to ensuring
product quality objectives, about 50% of the approaches do not focus on a
certain defect type, while about one third of the approaches explicitly do focus
on certain defect types.
RQ5.
A variety of different static and dynamic analyses and inspection and testing
techniques are used in the combined approaches, which demonstrates the great
heterogeneity and different environmental requirements that the QA techniques
have to face.
RQ6.
Most often, the combination of static and dynamic QA techniques is applied on
the code level. Static QA techniques can also be applied to requirements, design,
or test code. With respect to the input for dynamic QA techniques, source code is
used most often, enhanced sometimes by output from static QA techniques.
From our point of view, the major result of this systematic mapping study is the identification
and classification of existing approaches that combine static and dynamic QA techniques.

This may support practitioners in selecting worthwhile combinations and serve as a basis for
researchers in terms of promising future research directions. Besides the general future
research directions as mentioned in Section 4, we are most interested in a close combination
of inspection and testing techniques, i.e., an integration of inspection and testing techniques,
in order to exploit additional synergy effects. One concrete idea is to define an approach that,
based on inspection results, supports the focusing of testing activities. This could be done by
prioritizing system parts (e.g., code classes) that are expected to contain more defects or by
prioritizing defect types that are particularly relevant. Such an initial approach was already
presented by Elberzhager et al. [47][69][71] and showed promising results with respect to
effort reduction. However, additional questions emerged and a refinement of this approach
and additional evaluation are planned.
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